
SWEATED While digitally one is unable to show the amount of effort one puts in a

particular work the documenting subject truly fatigues for each and every file he

generates  yet  little  empathy  might  be  felt  for  such  a  work  especially  with

mainstream  media  able  to  emulate  it  using  automated  algorithms  not  reaching

however  any  authenticity  or  possibility  to  make  a  true  meaning  out  of  such

results.

COMPLEMENTARY While some of the people experiencing his project may prefer one or

the other work each of them are actually complementary to one another and should

be  seen  as  independent  pillars  of  the  same  house  under  which  a  holistic

understanding of our existence can be made.

SOLID While his acquaintances pushes the documenting subject to start whole new

frameworks to accommodate others and make them do similar work if evaluates the

matter burning a lot of energy to do so but in the end always resorting to keep up

with his project alone.

MEAGRE Following his directive principle the documenting subject comes to loose

many a thing on the way particularly what is worldly such as money, friends and

reputation aiming to simply pursue to the end his natural rather than societal

aspiration.

DESERTING The documenting subject kindly wants to help but escapes all situations

in which what he smells is a drive from people to seize power and become bigger.

In this respect he also escapes the very situations in which the promise of a

power status is given to him almost as if he is unable to comply with mere

greediness.

MANAGING Being an immigrant and often being put to do the most humble jobs without

any social rights the documenting subject only manages to pursue his project

having a set of daily goals to accomplish over a life time. Without this daily

determination he would have likely gave up on his cultural survival surrendering

to more common social duties.

RENOUNCING While the documenting subject has literally given up everything to be

able to realize his project he has also made sure that this could be done where

his nature would be elevated the most and where he mostly rejoice in a forgotten

corner of the earth most exposed to the universe.

STRENGTHENING As everyone around him gets burnt out following the algorithms of

their social media like establishments the documenting subject almost emerge as

most solid with the adherence to his self-examined and nature-caring existence

abstaining from automations and disclosing the very processes they hinder.


